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Abstract: Energy provision is the biggest issue to face for the world’s economy and the renewable energy exits in many forms. 

The power generation system design of a marine data buoy is a challenge due to high cost reasons and it is difficult for data buoy 

to obtain electricity from the power grid.  This paper presents the details of study performed suitability of a wave energy system 

made up of wave energy power take off (WEPTOS) power generation to marine data buoy. Due to solar panel power generation on 

cosmic radiation and prohibitive arising from regularly replacement and the solution is wave energy converters (WEC) are the 

devices that convert wave into electricity.  We use this method to generate energy continuously to buoy with low maintenance cost. 

The energy conversion is based on magnetic lead screw (MLS). Certain values of data are obtained based on the turbulence through 

which we obtained voltage, current and power for marine data buoy. Using artificial neural network (ANN) to reduce the 

dissipations in power provide stable energy to buoy and increase the accuracy of system. Using required power for data buoy and 

remaining power stored in electric battery and used for another power source of any system in sea.  

Index Terms – Marine data buoy, Magnetic lead screw, Wave energy conversion, ANN 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

                 The largest fraction of the earth surface is covered by water to be more precise 71% of our planet surface is covered by 

water. Water in ocean moving constantly form of waves. Ocean waves are formed with the contact between the earth, moon and 

sun. Ocean waves are also formed by wind blowing across the surface of ocean water. Tidal waves are wind waves but they are 

larger and higher and occur due to the gravitational pull between the earth, moon and the sun. The earth does not have the potential 

to hold so much ocean water because of its movement. Gravity helps to hold the water in its place. The moon’s gravity pulls the 

ocean water on the earth, create waves to sway up and down. When the moon closer to one side of earth, it pulls the ocean water 

towards it. The wind causes waves to form at the surface of water these can contain huge amount of potential and kinetic energy. 

The marine data buoy is a floating type of body placed in offshore heading towards the open sea. In order for the buoy to stay in 

one place a complicated and robust anchor system lies below. The data buoy contains data sensors used to monitor and collect 

atmospheric and oceanographic conditions. A reading of 10 feet at 20sec would be considered a long-period swell while a reading 

of 10 feet at 12 seconds would be a short-period swell. Data buoy measure and transmit automatically in a predictable and controlled 

way communicating in real time via satellite telecommunication system. Its simplistic design, data buoys are used in a variety of 

applications. Real time sensors provide the capability for early detection, monitoring and forecasting of weather occurrence and 

human activity. These sensors are extremely capable of measuring sea level changes less than a millimeter in the ocean. Before that 

power system for marine data buoy habitually consist of photovoltaic (PV) panels and power storage batteries. In that PV panels 

are very delicate to environmental condition such as cosmic radiation intensity and PV panels have problems because of salt 

crystallization and sea water corrosion and birds damage the top of panel with wastage.  

                 Artificial neural network (ANN) is an adaptive system that learns by using interconnected nodes is layered structure that 

resembles a human brain. The process of determining the neural network is known as learning rule. A neural network can learn 

from data so it can be trained to recognize patterns, classify data, and forecast future events. ANN breaks down the input layers of 

abstraction. The brain is composed of connections of neurons and the neural network is composed of connections of nodes. Its 

behavior is defined by the way its individual elements are connected and by the strength, weight of those connections. The weights 

are automatically adjusted during training according to specified learning rule The network layer consist of input layers and output 

layer is an single-layer neural network and network layer consist of one input layer, hidden layer and output layer is known as multi-

layer neural network. Multi-layer neural network is also known shallow neural network or vanilla neural network. 
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Fig: 1.1 Neural network 

In each layers there is several nodes, or neurons and the each layer uses the output of all nodes in the previous layer as inputs such 

that all neurons inter connected with each other through the differential layers. 

The proposed wave energy converter uses the magnetic lead screw (MLS) for motion transmission. The construction will decrease 

the friction between moving mechanical parts and decrease the energy loss. The MLS is most commonly used in WEC and depend 

upon the sea wave condition the buoy placed in water and depend upon up and down wave positions buoy will move up and down. 

In this MLS two main parts is there one rotor part and another one starter part in this starter is moving part and the rotor is rotating 

part, and the rotor can slide and rotate at the same time. In this proposed system WEC we use MLS to generate wave to energy 

converter for marine data buoy. Depend upon sea floating conditions the buoy will move up and down. However, the buoy sway 

peculiar at sea, which will result in the shortening of the essential travel of MLS and the inability to fully use the length of guide 

rail. In particular, the motion state and energy flow of core power generation under two different conditions one is fixed angle and 

another one variable angle. Using ADAMS simulation we carried sea wave conditions take coordinate values used in input velocity 

we are taking values into look up table then we connected velocity input to PMSM generator depend upon speed motor will generate 

power mechanical energy into electrical energy. Then we used diode rectifier to convert input AC into output DC after we used 

boost converter over pulse width modulation (PWM) boost this will generate clock pulse 0 and 1. Depend upon PWM boost the 

DC boost converter active region to generate stable DC output. The DC load to we connect battery to storage and used another input 

source, over we are used Inverter Bridge with MOSFET with PWM. Inverter Bridge used for input DC load to output AC load over 

PWM and using MOSFET to generate highest clock pulses to produce without ripples in output RLC load. Using ANN we increase 

the speed and reduce the ripples in output RLC load produce pure form of output load. 

II.STRUCTURE OF MLS AND OSCILLATING BUOY  

 

 

Fig: 2.1 Schematic diagram of MLS and Oscillating buoy 

Fig: 2.1 show the structure diagram of MLS and oscillating buoy. The proposed WEC installed in the middle of cabin the device 

placed in middle cabin shown by the red dot in fig: 1. The core power generation unit it has rotor, DC generator and transmission 

device. When the wave hit buoy the impact force of the waves will move the oscillating buoy to pitch. In this the core power 

generation unit move left to right along with rail bracket under force of gravity. In this linear motion mover is converted into rotary 

motion through the MLS, finally rotor part connected to high speed motor the action motor converted into mechanical energy into 

electrical energy. Following this procedure, the buoy high-force, low-speed linear motion will be transformed into a low-torque, 

high-speed rotational motion through the WEC, which will power the motor and produce electricity. It is important to note that the 

WEC's two ends have springs with higher elastic coefficients. The inserted spring can partially store the kinetic energy of the impact 

while also reducing impact and wear of the core power unit on the WEC. The buoy can supply initial power for the core power 

unit's reverse start when it is reverse. The spring's backward pushing action helps the WEC get through this period of low pitch 

angle and aids in the continuing running of the device. 

III.PRAPOSED METHOD 

In order to simplify the Simulink results the work done by under two operating conditions of WCE device. We take the inclinat ion 

angle is fixed. 
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Fig: 3.1 Block diagram 

We carried out the values of wave periodic conditions the MLS moved up and down the moving positions is observed in ADMS 

software take coordinate values. In look up table insert the values and connect the output velocity to permanent magnet synchronous 

machine (PMSM). The motor convert the input velocity to electrical energy and bridge converter used to input AC to output DC. 

Arrange the boost converter across the PWM depend upon clock pluses the boost converter is activate and generate pure DC. After 

we store the DC in electric battery and used for another external source. Activation of PWM inverter they generate clock pluses to 

an inverter bridge in this used MOSFET for bridge circuit. The inverter bridge is used for converting DC to AC. In this depend 

upon PWM inverter the inverter bridge is activate and convert the power after used to connect the RLC load to an output. ANN is 

used for increasing the speed of input velocity to maintain PMSM motor generate stable output power and reduces the ripples in 

the output power. For the force analysis of the core power generation unit, the following an equation applies: 

           𝐹𝐶 =  ∫ 𝑑 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥  . 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 2𝜋 ∫ 𝐽𝑐
𝑅+ℎ

𝑅
 . 𝐵𝑟  . 𝑟𝑑𝑟                   (3.1) 

The contact between the core power generation unit and the limit guide rail adopts a ball structure, and there is no contact between 

the guide rails wound with the magnetic screw. Therefore, the friction force can be expressed by the following formula: 

f  k  mg cos     

When the inclination angle changes in real time with the pitch of the buoy, the work of gravity can be obtained by the following 

formula: 

WG   PGdt  mg sin  vdt                     (3.3) 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.2 Simulation model 

Using MATLAB software to simulate the model of WEPTOS power generation for marine data buoy using ANN. 

 

Fig: 3.3 Tan-sigmodial function 
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Tan sigmoidal transfer function is used for hidden neurons and linear transfer function is used for output neurons. Figure 3.3 shows 

the MATLAB model for tan-sig activation function. 

.  

Fig: 3.4 neural network on weights & bias 

Input weights we applied to the p(1) and delays is send the data one by one formation. Weights and bias are used to adjust the ouput 

and provide stable velocity to PMSM motor. 

 

Fig: 3.5 Hidden layer for day-ahead load Demand forecaster 

Illustrates how an ANN-based day-ahead load demand forecaster for a system is implemented. Ten hidden neurons are taken into 

consideration. In this buoy will move depend upon the sea condition across MLS are moved through the buoy. If the buoy move up 

and down the MLS moved to one certain angle the stator will down to one certain angle and the ANN will add some more wait to 

down angle then buoy will move with additional speed. The ANN will adjust weights to increase the speed. 

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Simulation results of time varying inclination angle of wave energy converter under the impact of a wave cycle 

  

 
Fig: 4.1 Gravity Component 

 
Fig: 4.2 Vector 

 
Fig: 4.3Energy produced by gravity component 

 
Fig: 4.4 Gravity component instantaneous power 
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Fig: 4.5 Velocity incresing using ANN 

  

This part establishes the simulation model for how the WEC's inclination angle changes in real time as a result of wave impact. The 

bottom plane of the buoy cabin is represented by the horizontal plate in the model. A spinning pair is mounted in the horizontal plate's 

centre to apply a rotating drive in order to replicate the buoy tilting action, with the WEC being thought to be in its centre. The results 

of the buoy hydrodynamic simulation with wave impact are shown. The rotating pair uses the time-varying data of the buoy tilt as 

the driving data to rotate the WEC. 

 

Fig: 4.6 Output load 

Finally, generate the energy using Simulink in this we generate total output voltage load (VL), output current load (IL) and output 

power load (PL) without ripples. 

PWM is produced the clock pluses 0 and 1 depend upon the clock pulses the inverter bridge is activate and produced the output 

energy. In this the ANN is an used increase the process of PWM inverter to activate more sufficient and high rate of clock pulses 

are produced. PWM pulses increase as well as Inverter Bridge also produced stable power. In this inverter bridge we used MOSFET 

to generate the output power. Using neural network in this Simulink we reduces the total harmonic distortion (THD) is a 

measurement of the harmonic distortion present in the signal. It indicates how much power of harmonic component the current and 

voltage waveform contain.   
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Fig: 4.7 THD value 

Figure 4.7 shows the THD percentage of the output voltage. Using ANN reduced the THD percentage.   

 

 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

In order to establish complementary power supply for the self-sufficient power supply of marine data buoys, a new WEC has been 

presented in this work. The simulation and test findings indicate that the WEC can generate power continuously by monitoring the 

buoy oscillation in response to wave impact. Use ANN to lessen output load fluctuations and deliver steady input power to the 

maritime data buoy. 
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